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experiment:

spend an entire morning with a coin of your choosing.

arrange your day into binary decisions like go out or stay home. take the car or ride your bike. 

eat waffles or try pancakes. drink coffee or sip tea.

allow the coin to take the wheel for a little.

increase the complexity of these impasses every hour.

heads says you love her and tails says you don’t.

flip again to decide the severity of your fresh emotions.

now think about all the wonderfully-new universes that have branched out of your body.

tossing this old quarter for twenty years and i am finally out the front door.

george washington tells me i’m beautiful and the eagle says bless your heart.
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you pick a road / any road / and you are on that 

road / sweating from concrete / a long-dead sun 

so far away / still so effortless at beating you all 

war drum / your thumb pointed at directions 

depending / only on wind / you are on a road / 

because you picked it / because you are a skeleton 

that sweats its own skin someplace between 

anywhere / and nowhere / wondering / when 

people paved this freeway / did they pray that it 

would even last / or were they resigned to return 

to it forever / the sad fractures under progress / 

i need / you need / to know / you want a city / 

and now you have one / it’s going to crystallize 

like that from here on in i’m afraid / the towers 

you asked for already breaking a horizon like 

rust-tombed nails through paper / and maybe 

you’ve been here before / maybe that’s the real 

nightmare / the smell of dead fish and melted ice 

cream rushing back / the ghost kind of familiar / 

this dreadful circumstance of birth / we could be 

anywhere on this little planet / could build any 

road / to any island / but we’re here / still sweating
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memory / city

i hold in my hands a city

    a city filled with people

    very similar to people

    i have known

see:

 this one looks just like daniel

  all red sox hat and boston sweatshirt transplant

  all scraggly scruff fat-nosed

   his droned after-joint eeyore-esque groans

he might as well be daniel here in my city

and because it is my city i make it lean closer to the sun in the morning and fully bow

to the moon in the evening and the buildings

    (they too are mine)

     have trouble breathing just like me

                     wheezing the wind down narrow alleys

where someone

 who looks just like sanchez

  widow’s peak slightly chubby cheeks shiny lip ring and everything

   grins that relaxed mischief up and down his stocked frame

    and folds

    my college diploma

    into a giant paper airplane 

  sails it away into the shadowy herds of mass transit beasts

  farting themselves downstreet

   rolling past parking deck

              after parking deck
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     each a hung swatch

     of beige

 and of course i simply sigh and catch it with a pinch of my fingers

  take deep breaths / quietly clear the roads / repaint / etc

   even though it’s my city

   it runs away with me       sometimes

and see how in this city

 there is a curly-blond-haired girl

 that reminds me so much of millie

 yet

  not wild fits of party like i remember

  no longer go-to weekly mentor

  no more warm mother-chuckles over dinner

   instead now i see her

    slouched under the dry drone

    of the diner

    all black-shoe uniformed

    pinned-up smile bored sweaty

     years spent scratching

     at the walls

                 of this city
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[input]

open

plan

worry

wish

save

speak

carry

leave

parse table

[output]

now the air in there, is the air out here; with each door the world grows 

wider

lines and numbers manifest; they are dazzle; rough estimate of what will 

never pass

the universe groans as it narrows; whatever you’re looking at appears much 

larger than before

you do not have any shooting stars, heads-up pennies, chicken bones, or 

birthday candles in your inventory; suppose we could pluck some eyelashes

mother always said; though there’s no real turning-back; who’s a hero 

anyway

days spent collecting letters; they bounce off cave walls backwards 

unwanted

wow, it’s just like holding; the difference is how you feel the weight

there is something you cannot take; maybe a country or a kiss; it’s only just 

going if you keep



i have been searching

for someone to shut it

i need you to shut it
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i have a mouth

that needs to be shut

my mouth said it didn’t

love you and it became true

my mouth says things

and they become true

my mouth said it loved you

and it became true

my mouth

has been open

for far too long

i told my mouth

there was no one at all

and we were alone

i told my mouth

there was nowhere to go

and there was none

i taught my mouth

to mutter a name

not yours

i taught my mouth

to mutter its own

language

i tried searching for you

but my mouth was too

cluttered and unruly

i tried calling out to you

but my mouth was too

dark and too broken

i tried reaching down to you

but my mouth was too

quiet and too cold

i tried biting down on you

but you slipped through

the cavities in my teeth

my mouth declared the

whole world dead for days

my mouth claimed you were

a language it couldn’t speak

my mouth said

it was home and then

you were trapped

my mouth said

it was your wishing well

and then you fell in


